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SAPL REIMAGINES WHAT A SUBURBAN PARK CAN BE

What characteristics and functions fall within your reimagined suburban park? In 2019, as a collaboration between Mattamy Homes, Nak Design Strategies, and the Urban Lab at SAPL, a journey began to introduce a fresh approach to Calgary's suburban Central Park.

CBC INTERVIEW WITH DR. BEVERLY SANDALACK

READ MORE ABOUT THIS PARK

EVENTS

TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS OF SETTLERS

Public talk reconstructs the experiences of people in this place - both immigrants and government agents - to pose a question at the heart of architectural thinking: how is meaning produced in the built environments that we encounter? READ MORE
LE CORBUSIER | Save the date – The LC150+ international traveling exhibition of Le Corbusier models is coming to SAPL.

Opening night: September 6.

IN THE NEWS

HOW TO MAKE CALGARY’S HIGH SCHOOLS MORE BIKE FRIENDLY?

Two SAPL researchers try to find out at Calgary Herald and Youth En Route

HOW DEEP DOES A FALLOUT SHELTER NEED TO BE?

David Monteyne, an associate professor of architectural history at the University of Calgary, blasts away at misconceptions. READ MORE
SAPL RESEARCHER FIRST Awardee
OF ALDINHE’S CERTIFICATE OF MENTORING

Our SAPL Sandra Abegglen is the first person to be awarded a Certificate of Mentoring (CeM). READ SANDRA’S JOURNEY

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIP

An annual $10,000 scholarship + Internships + Mentorship program for BIPOC* college students. APPLY HERE

101 CREATIVE IDEAS TO USE AI IN EDUCATION

How AI can make a difference and create new learning, development, teaching, and assessment opportunities. READ MORE

ELEVATE | JOB BOARD FOR SAPL STUDENTS
Are you a student looking for a job? SAPL is now a participant in UCalgary's official job board – **ELEVATE**

Students can access this searchable and organizable job board by clicking here. Elevate is accessed by using your myUCalgary login. We hope this platform will easily and more effectively bring attractive job opportunities to more of our students, and do so in a faster and more effective manner.

---

**INTERN ARCHITECT | ACI ARCHITECTURE**

ACI Architecture is looking for an intern architect to assist in creating architectural designs and drawings, including floor plans, elevations, sections, details, and more. [MORE INFORMATION](#)

---

**DESIGN BYTES**

**CRAWFORD LAKE**

What the past can teach us about urban living today.

**THE KEY TO HEALTHY URBAN LIVING**

Are our cities building or human-centric?

**HOSTILE DESIGN**

How can urban design impact social inequality?

**sapl.ucalgary.ca**
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